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ABSTRACT: Producing propene by the oxidative dehydro-
genation of propane (ODH) has become an attractive and
feasible route for bridging the propene production-demand
gap, either as a complementary route of the existing oil-based
processes or as a new alternative from propane separated from
natural gas. The industrial application of propane ODH has
not succeeded so far due to low propene yields. Therefore,
propane ODH has been extensively investigated in recent
decades using different catalysts and reaction conditions.
Although several important aspects have been discussed in
previous reviews (e.g., supported vanadium oxide catalysts,
bulk catalysts, productivity toward propene, etc.), other
relevant aspects have not been addressed (e.g., support effects, loading effects, vanadia precursor or catalyst synthesis methods,
surface impurities, structure−reactivity relationships, etc.). In this review, we endeavor to cover the majority of the publications
with an emphasis on the following: (1) catalyst synthesis: to focus on the influence of synthesis methods on the final vanadium
oxide surface species, (2) catalyst characterization: to identify the molecular structures of the supported vanadium oxide species
as well as the oxide support surface physical and chemical characteristics, (3) kinetics: to understand how reaction rates depend
on variables such as concentration of gas-phase reactants and temperature, (4) structure−activity relationship: to examine the
influence of the concentration as well as molecular structures of the surface vanadium oxide species on the reaction kinetics, and
(5) reaction mechanism: to use the structure−activity relationships as well as kinetic studies plus theoretical calculations to
corroborate and/or propose reaction pathways that account for the overall ODP reaction mechanism.
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■ INTRODUCTION

Propylene is a key commodity chemical for the petrochemical
industry (Figure 1).1 According to a 2012 study by HIS
Chemical Market Associates, Inc. (CMAI),2 on-purpose
propylene technologiesincluding propane dehydrogenation
(PDH), methathesis (MT), and methanol-to-olefins (MTO)
have a market share of up to 14% of the global propylene
production (80 Mt/year in 2012),3 and this share is expected to
grow to over 20% in the near future.
The catalytic dehydrogenation of propane is the most direct

and selective way to produce propylene. The reaction
characteristics, however, pose inherent difficulties and certain
technical constraints in developing commercial processes.4 For
example, thermal dehydrogenation of propane is strongly
endothermic and requires operation at both high temperature

and high paraffin partial pressure lower than 1 atm due to the
increase in number of mols.5,6

The catalytic oxidative dehydrogenation (ODH) of propane
is a promising alternative process to close the growing gap
between the demand and production of propene. The
advantage of the propane ODH reaction is that the reaction
is (i) exothermic, (ii) thermodynamically unrestricted, (iii)
operates at much lower temperatures, and (iv) minimizes coke
deposition ensuring long-term stability of the catalyst. Due to
undesirable consecutive and parallel combustion reactions,
however, the propene yields are still not sufficient to satisfy
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economic feasibility. In other words, further increase of
propene productivity based on propane ODH is a challenge
that has yet to be overcome.
Despite the large number of literature reviews dealing with

selective oxidation of light hydrocarbons,7−12 both a com-
parative and critical overview of the propane ODH kinetics is
still lacking. In 2006, Grabowski et al.11 published a detailed
review regarding the mechanism and kinetic models for ODH
of alkanes. This first review has been exemplary and helpful in
pointing out important kinetic details as well as the main
problems of light alkanes’ ODH. As the author expressed at
that time, which to a large extent is still valid today, there are
several fundamental questions facing the light alkanes’ ODH,
which are still awaiting solutions: (1) How do we stop the
reaction at the stage of the desired compound (alkene) and
eliminate its total oxidation, as the consecutive oxidation of
alkene is the main source of carbon oxides and is responsible
for low selectivity of the ODH process. (2) How are selectivity
and activity of the catalyst related to the mechanism of this
reaction? To answer these questions, many specific problems
have to be solved. However, there are several aspects governing
the ODH process that are generally accepted without being,
however, unambiguously proven.
For example, the reaction occurs by a parallel-consecutive

scheme in which carbon oxides are formed mainly by the
consecutive overoxidation of the products (alkenes), whereas
the direct combustion of the reactants (alkanes) plays a minor
role. Moreover, it is well-known and accepted that the reaction
proceeds by a redox mechanism previously described by Mars−
van Krevelen.13

Recently, literature on both propane and ethane ODH
catalysis was reviewed,12 showing several different reaction
conditions at which propane ODH can be carried out. The
review focused on (1) the main features affecting the catalytic
properties of systems based on supported vanadium oxide and
molybdenum oxide, (2) characteristics of catalysts producing
outstanding olefin yields, (3) the reaction network of partial
and total oxidation, and (4) involvement of homogeneous gas
phase reactions to the formation of olefins during the oxidative
dehydrogenation of alkanes.
Although important propane ODH aspects were summarized

and discussed in the above-mentioned reviews (e.g., supported
vanadium and molybdenum oxide catalysts, bulk catalysts,

conversion versus selectivity trajectories, productivity toward
propene, contribution of homogeneous gas-phase reactions,
etc.), other significant fundamental aspects have not been
addressed (e.g., support effects, surface impurities, loading
effects, vanadia precursor or catalyst synthesis methods,
structure−reactivity relationships, in situ or operando studies,
etc.). Clearly, there are still many important issues that need to
be taken into account in summarizing the propane ODH
literature.
Cavani et al.12 gauged the propene productivity (expressed as

kgpropene/kgcatalyst/hour) to compare the reported propane ODH
results. Because some experimental aspects are missed, an
accurate interpretation of the collected data becomes
complicated. In order to obtain substantial insights, the
comparison needs to be performed at similar reaction
conditions, avoiding total oxygen conversion and homogeneous
gas-phase reactions in order to allow appropriate assignments
of the influence of either the catalyst or the reaction parameters.
Vanadium oxide is considered to be one of the most

important and useful metals to be used as a catalyst due to its
physical and chemical properties, and catalysis is the most
dominant nonmetallurgical use of vanadia.12 Vanadium oxide
catalysts have been used in many industrial catalytic
processes4,15−17 and in numerous catalytic reactions on the
lab scale that are awaiting further improvement so they can at
least be applied on a large industrial scale.18−21 In many cases,
vanadia catalysts are doped with promoters to improve their
activity or selectivity, while various supports are used to
improve mechanical strength, thermal stability, longevity, and
catalytic performance.
In the present ODH of propane literature, we endeavor to

cover the majority of the large number of publications with an
emphasis on the following: (1) catalyst synthesis, to focus on the
influence of synthesis methods on the final vanadium oxide
surface species; (2) catalyst characterization, to identify the
molecular structures of the supported vanadium oxide species
as well as the oxide support surface physical and chemical
characteristics; (3) kinetics, to understand how reaction rates
depend on variables such as concentration of gas-phase
reactants and temperature. Moreover, kinetics provides a
basis for manipulating process variables to increase the propane
ODH rates and minimizing undesired parallel combustion
rates; (4) structure−activity relationship, to examine the
influence of the concentration as well as molecular structures
of the surface vanadium oxide species on the reaction kinetics;
and (5) reaction mechanism, to use the structure−activity
relationships as well as kinetic studies in addition to theoretical
calculations to corroborate and/or propose reaction pathways
that account for the overall reaction mechanism.
The objective of the current review is to compile the propane

ODH literature that includes both reliable catalyst character-
ization and kinetic data to allow establishing structure−activity/
selectivity relationships for supported vanadium oxide catalysts.
Reliable catalyst structural characterization translates into a
clear verification of the presence of either highly dispersed
surface vanadium oxide species or crystalline V2O5 nano-
particles in the investigated catalysts. The exact nature of the
“surface oxide” vanadium species plays a critical role in terms of
its local structure that is not addressed explicitly in many
publications. Reliable kinetic data allow us to clearly consider
the reaction rates, which are suitable for calculating other
kinetic parameters. The frequently reported selectivity versus
conversion plots are no substitute for the analysis of

Figure 1. Main propylene derivates.1
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macrokinetic parameters even when they are useful to address
the particular issue of selectivity control. The relevance of these
plots is, however, limited when no information about the
conversion level of oxygen is provided. In this way, the
multitude of reports on ODH of propane limits itself to a small
number in which all relevant data are available to allow
comparison on the basis of the macrokinetic parameters.
Compiling the literature results at similar reaction conditions
requires some recalculations and assumptions that are suitable
to extrapolate and normalize the reported ODH of propane
rates. It guarantees a proper comparison in terms of catalyst
activity and selectivity from which all derived information will
be useful to identify correlations between catalyst properties
and performance. Such calculations and assumptions are shown
in the Supporting Information, S1.
Synthesis of Supported Vanadium Oxide Catalysts.

The catalytic activity of vanadia is attributed to its reducible
nature and its ability to easily change its oxidation state from
V+3 up to V+5.22,23a Whereas it is generally accepted that V5+ is
the highly active initial state of the catalyst in a cycle of ODH, it
is less clear what the lower reduced state may be. The stability
of the V3+ oxidation state is not suitable for facile catalytic
cycling and requires substantial electronic rearrangement,
whereas the V+4 state, being less stable as isolated species,
can easily convert back to V+5. Theoretical arguments
supporting the redox change by two formal oxidation states23b

may depend critically on the assumptions of the theoretical
model chosen. The answer to this question that may be
different with different catalytic redox reactions (methanol
oxidation vs propane ODH) is critical for determining the
minimum size of an active site required to convert one propane
molecule releasing two electrons.
Most vanadia-based catalysts consist of vanadia phases

deposited on the surface of SiO2, Al2O3, TiO2, and ZrO2
supports with fewer studies reporting on vanadia supported on
CeO, NbO5, MgO, and zeolites. The manner in which the
vanadium oxide is deposited onto a support can have a
significant influence on the properties of the active component
in the final catalyst. Typically, the main method of dispersing
vanadium oxide on support materials is the classic incipient
wetness impregnation method in a solvent where the V-salt
precursor is soluble. Both adsorption from solution (grafting)
and ion exchange methods have also been used extensively. To
a lesser extent, other catalyst synthesis methods have been used,
such as vapor-fed flame synthesis,24 flame spray pyrolysis,25,26

sputter deposition,27 and atomic layer deposition.28 Chemical
vapor deposition (CVD) uses volatile molecular metal
precursors [i.e., OVCl3,

29,30 OV(OC2H5)3,
31 or O

V(OiPr)3
32a] to modify oxide support surfaces and provides a

way to control the dispersion of the active sites.
The impregnation method is most often employed to

synthesize vanadium oxide catalysts for propane ODH. It is
performed by contacting the support with a certain volume of
solution containing the dissolved vanadium oxide precursor. If
the volume of the solution is either equal or less than the pore
volume of the support, the technique is referred to as incipient
wetness.33 This particular synthesis route shows a broad
variation of vanadium oxide surface species at loadings below
monolayer coverage, depending on the synthesis conditions.
Furthermore, it offers little control over surface species and
their dispersion. This method may also lead to the formation of
three-dimensional V2O5 nanoparticles, even at low vanadium
oxide loadings.22 A variety of recipes, based on the

impregnation method using ammonium metavanadate as the
precursor, have been reported. A mixture of water with oxalic
acid, using methanol as a solvent instead of water, and varying
the acidity of the solution have been also reported in order to
improve the precursor solubility, which leads to better
vanadium oxide dispersion on the support material.34−36 On
the other hand, impregnation of different supports, starting
with soluble organic precursors such as solutions of either
vanadyl acetylacetonate (VO(acac)2) in toluene,37−39 (VO-
(iPrO)3, VO(OC2H5)3, or VO(OC2H7)3 in 2-propanol,40,42

have shown that higher amounts of supported vanadium oxide
can be dispersed onto the support material, leading to highly
dispersed catalysts without V2O5 nanoparticles below the
monolayer coverage. This is due to the higher solubility of
the last-mentioned precursors in comparison to NH4VO3.
Adsorption from the solution or grafting methods, also

known as the anchoring method, are based on attaching vanadia
from the solution through reaction with the hydroxyl groups on
the surface of the support, because the surfaces of the support
materials are mainly composed of oxygen atoms and hydroxyl
groups. Several grafting methods have been widely used to
prepare supported catalysts.43−45 The grafting method helps to
achieve a high percentage of metal loading and also helps to
disperse the active metal sites by appropriately tuning the
preparation procedures. The ion exchange method permits the
ionic vanadium oxide species present in an aqueous solution to
be electrostatically attracted by charged sites of the support
surface. It allows, for example, the controlled introduction of
more vanadium oxide species into MCM41 by keeping its
mesoporous structure, which is not always the case with the
direct hydrothermal method.46 A summary of the design
strategies for the molecular-level synthesis of supported
catalysts can be found elsewhere.47

The issue of synthesis from aqueous phase is severely
complicated by the extreme nature of isolated V-species to form
condensates into isopoly vanadates. Only at extreme pH values,
at which surfaces of supports would dissolve, is it clear that V
species are monomolecular. Because the ioselectric point of the
support is not always considered when preparing the
impregnation solution, it is not clear if adsorption by ion
exchange or deposition−precipitation is the true synthesis
reaction. The most critical step in controlling the nuclearity of
the species is the drying procedure, as there the pH changes
drastically. This step is usually poorly controlled and thus little
is known about the condensation process of the initial V
species. In summary, it is no surprise that a broad variety of
VxOy species may result from a nominally “simple impregna-
tion” process, and the assumption that the nuclearity of the V
species is controlled by its abundance relative to the geometric
surface area of the support is quite uncertain in the absence of
evidence that opportunity was given to the system to disperse
into isolated species bound to surface hydroxyls.
Another method, which has shown interesting results in

terms of vanadium oxide dispersion, is the flame spray pyrolysis
method (FSP).48−51 It offers a relatively simple, rapid and
scalable synthesis capable of producing high sample amounts
(e.g. 1.1 kg/h of nanoparticles),52 but traces of Cl surface
impurities also result from employing the FSP method.53

It is important to emphasize that, besides the aforementioned
methods employed to disperse vanadium oxide on different
material supports, the calcination treatment used for the
fixation of the vanadia is a crucial step of the catalyst
preparation. At high calcination temperatures, mixed oxide
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compounds or solid solutions can be formed with some oxide
supports (e.g., Zr(V2O7)2

54−56 and AlVO4
57). Also, it is

important to note that the majority of the above-mentioned
methods, except for the FSP method, are inherently limited in
scalability. Most of them have been employed to prepare small
catalyst amounts, generally used as model catalysts. Although
they have shown reproducibility on laboratory scale, batch
effects cannot be excluded completely. Scaling the catalyst
production, which is added to its cost, is still a challenge to take
into account before employment of a possible synthesis
method. For example, a considerably high amount of catalyst
(ca. 8 g) has been prepared by grafting alkoxide precursors on
SBA-15.58

In summary, the relative concentrations of the surface
vanadia species on oxide supports strongly depend on the
specific oxide support, surface vanadium oxide density, catalyst
synthesis method, preparation conditions, solvents, and
temperature of calcination. New insights into the preparation
of supported vanadium oxide catalysts are expected in the
future. The molecular design of highly effective catalysts
requires tuning concepts from solution chemistry, solid-state
chemistry, and inorganic chemistry for preparing catalysts. This
would require future investigations on the issue to have a more
careful control of the synthesis conditions and a detailed
description of the synthetic parameters, thereby allowing the
assessment of the exact sequence of inorganic reactions leading
to the active catalyst. Only then will it be possible to have a
meaningful comparison of properties that is based upon
comparing the same state of the same species .
Characterization of Vanadium Oxide Catalysts.

Quantitative structure−activity/selectivity catalytic relation-
ships can only be established once characterization of the
catalysts provides fundamental information about the surface

vanadium oxide species, especially under reaction conditions
(for instance, the oxidation state of vanadia, its coordination
environment, molecular structures of the different vanadia
species, and number of catalytic active vanadia sites
participating in the reaction). Multiple characterization
techniques are usually required to obtain a complete under-
standing of supported vanadium oxide catalysts. Fundamental
information about the molecular and electronic structures of
supported vanadium oxide phase(s) in powdered catalysts are
typically obtained by in situ FTIR, UV−vis, Raman, solid-state
NMR, and electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) spectros-
copy.59,60 Ultrahigh vacuum and theoretical experiments also
provide relevant information about the different surface vanadia
species formed on model oxide support.61 Corresponding
information about the surface chemical properties can be
obtained with XPS and XAS62,63 surface analysis. Operando
spectroscopy studies that simultaneously combine spectro-
scopic observation of surface phenomena with catalytic
performance have recently been introduced and have become
the cutting edge approach in catalysis research to establish
structure−activity relationships.64 Recently, a quasi-in situ
approach has been used for elucidating the species coexisting
on the catalyst surfaces before, during, and after propane ODH
reaction.60b The evolution of spectroscopic instrumentation for
catalyst characterization since the 1950s can be found in ref 65,
and the detailed fundamental aspects of each spectroscopic
technique can be found elsewhere.59,60a,66−69

The different vanadia phases that can be present in supported
vanadium oxide catalysts are illustrated in Figure 2. The
distribution among the different vanadium oxide structures
depends on the synthesis method, V-precursor, solvent,
calcination temperature, vanadium oxide loading, oxide
support, and so forth.

Figure 2. Structures of supported vanadium oxide catalysts formed at loadings below (a−c), reaching the monolayer (d), and above the monolayer
coverage (e).

Figure 3. Typical in situ Raman spectra of dehydrated (a) highly dispersed surface VO4 species and (b) surface VO4 species and three-dimensional
V2O5 NPs. The position of the Raman vibrations only slightly depends on the oxide support material and surface vanadia coverage as given in the
literature.71−75
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At loadings below monolayer coverage (Figure 2a−c),
isolated and oligomerized surface VO4 species are present on
the oxide support. The surface VO4 species possess three
different oxygen atoms: (i) oxygen atom forming a vanadyl
group (VO), (ii) oxygen atom bridging two vanadia atoms
(V−O−V), and (iii) oxygen atom bridging a vanadia atom and
oxide support cation (V−O−Support). Depending on the
vanadia surface density as well as the support material, a
vanadia monolayer coverage can be reached (Figure 2d).
Monolayer coverage represents completion of a 2D surface

vanadium oxide overlayer on the oxide support, and the surface
becomes saturated immediately before 3D V2O5 crystallites
start to grow (Figure 2e). The concept of the oxide monolayer
was first suggested by Russell and Stokes in 1946.70 The
preparation, characterization, and catalytic activity of vanadium
oxide monolayer catalysts have been reviewed.22 The different
surface vanadia species are mostly identified by Raman
spectroscopy (Figure 3)71−75 and UV−vis spectroscopy.76,77

The 3D V2O5 nanoparticles (NPs) can be detected with XRD
(only for NPs > 4 nm),78,79 and all V2O5 NPs can be detected
with Raman spectroscopy.
Raman spectroscopy is an extremely powerful and versatile

technique for characterizing supported metal oxide catalysts
and, in particular, supported vanadium oxide catalysts, because
it can provide fundamental information about the possible
presence of multiple molecular structures of the active sites
during propane ODH. Most of the employed support materials
are not Raman-active or at least not in the region where
vanadium oxide species exhibit Raman bands.
Different molecular densities were determined for monolayer

surface coverage of vanadium oxide catalysts on different
support material based on Raman spectroscopy (Table 1). With
the exception of SiO2, it is generally agreed that surface vanadia
monolayer coverage corresponds to ∼8−9 V atoms/nm2. The
lower maximum dispersion of vanadia on SiO2 is related to the
lower reactivity of the silica surface. Although V2O5 NPs are
expected to be present at vanadium oxide loadings greater than
monolayer coverage, V2O5 NPs can also be present below
monolayer coverage when the precursor salt is not well-
dispersed over the oxide support in the synthesis step or when a
weak interaction exists between the vanadium oxide and the
support (e.g., with SiO2). Both cases lead to the formation of
V2O5 particles, even at vanadia loading far below monolayer
coverage.
A supported V2O5 catalyst containing only surface vanadia

species gives rise to the Raman spectrum shown in Figure 3a.
The surface VO4 species gives rise to a Raman band at 1027−
1040 cm−1, corresponding to the vanadyl bond (VO)
vibration, and the crystalline V2O5 NPs exhibit a band at 983−
998 cm−1, corresponding to the short unperturbed isolated V
O bond. The nuclearity of the VxOy species and its unequivocal
detection by RAMAN spectroscopy are of critical nature for

controlling the catalyst selectivity. Three-dimensional V2O5,
despite its apparent layer structure, is a material catalyzing
exclusively total combustion of hydrocarbons through its
surface sates arising from the n-type semiconducting nature4

of the compound. This indicates that the electronic properties
of VxOy in pure form cannot explain the catalytic selective
oxidation behavior.
Surface impurities can also have a pronounced effect on the

activity and selectivity of supported vanadia catalysts.32a

Noninteracting surface impurities preferentially coordinate
with the oxide support rather than the surface vanadia sites.
Noninteracting surface impurities can only indirectly affect the
molecular structure of the surface vanadia sites via lateral
interactions. The addition of noninteracting surface WOx and
MoOx sites to supported V2O5/Al2O3 catalysts increased the
propene ODH activity by a factor of ∼2 and did not affect the
propene selectivity.32b It was proposed that these non-
interacting additives promote the propane adsorption step by
weakly interacting with propane in a precursor state that
supplies propane to the surface VOx sites. Interacting surface
impurities preferentially interact with the surface vanadia sites
rather than the oxide support to perturb the structure of the
surface vanadia sites. For example, surface POx can react with
surface VOx to form crystalline VOPO4 nanoparticles and
surface alkali can complex with the surface vanadia sites to alter
the local structure and suppress the redox activity.32c,d Such
interacting additives usually have a negative effect on the
activity and possibly also selectivity of the supported vanadia
catalysts for oxidation reactions. Thus, it is also important to
know if the oxide supports being used are clean of surface
impurities (e.g., XPS or low energy ion scattering (LEIS)) and
to make sure that no surface impurities have been introduced
during the catalyst synthesis procedure. Unfortunately, very few
studies report surface analysis information for supported
vanadia catalysts and their presence can occasionally complicate
comparison of kinetics from different catalysis laboratories.
In summary, combining the results from such spectroscopic

studies with the corresponding reaction kinetic data can allow a
molecular-level understanding of the catalyst’s structure−
activity/selectivity relationships. A significant new addition to
this task was achieved by explaining the fine structure of the V
L edge spectra by first-principles theory.80 This assignment
gives now access to the details of the ligand field around a V
species that in principle can be determined in situ as well as ex
situ. On the basis of the structural variability of a VxOy active
site cluster that satisfies the condition of activating an oxygen
molecule, it will be soon possible to predict the exact local
geometry of a VxOy site. Great care with the structural
assumptions (e.g., for metal oxygen bond angles) was shown
recently for the related case of a Mo oxide monolayer catalyst.81

The section shows that there is now a clear and proven
methodology to establish the nature of a supported VxOy

Table 1. Reported Vanadia Surface Densities at Which the Experimentally Determined Monolayer Coverage Is Reached

support BET surface area [m2/g] vanadia surface density [Vatom/nm
2] − (V2O5 wt %) synthesis method (precursor−solvent)a ref

SiO2 ∼333 3.3 (15) FSP (AMV−H2O) 50
Al2O3 ∼222 9.3 (23.7) IWI (Viso−2-propanol) 83
TiO2 ∼45 9.2 (5.9) IWI (Viso−2-propanol) 83
ZrO2 ∼34 8.1 (4) IWI (Viso−2-propanol) 83
CeO2 ∼36 9.2 (4.8) IWI (Viso−2-propanol) 83
Nb2O5 ∼57 7.6 (6.1) IWI (Viso−2-propanol) 83

aFSP = flame spray pyrolysis. AMV = ammonium methavanadate. IWI = incipient wetness impregnation. Viso = vanadium isopropoxide.
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species at least in the limit of a monolayer system and in
discriminating two-dimensional from three-dimensional sys-
tems and their possible mixtures. What is less clear is the nature
of dynamical aspects of the catalyst. Under methanol oxidation
conditions, it is possible that for weakly anchored species the
formation of methoxy can mobilize the VxOy and lead to
redispersion or agglomeration of the active phase. But also on
strongly binding substrates, such as titania, it is expected and
was verified that active vanadia species undergo structural
dynamical changes upon redox changes. Because these changes
are associated with the catalytic function and with the breaking
and forming of VO bonds (and also because water and OH
are present in stoichiometric amounts and the reaction
temperature is high enough to allow self-diffusion of oxygen
ions), it is not clear at all if the ex situ determined structures of
VxOy are also present and relevant under the reaction
conditions or if these known structures are merely resting
states or precursors to less-well-known active states. Exper-
imental results point in this direction but require additional
confirmation and general validation.82,84 This caveat may be
taken into consideration when we discuss later the modes of
operation of such catalysts, assuming that we have a clear view
on the structure and composition of active sites.

1. KINETICS OF OXIDATIVE DEHYDROGENATION OF
PROPANE OVER VANADIUM OXIDE CATALYSTS

As mentioned before, enhancing the selectivity as well as the
productivity toward propene through partial oxidation of
propane under oxygen atmosphere has been a great challenge
during the last two decades. Many researchers have been
focusing either on developing new catalysts or improving the
available ones with the purpose of reaching industrially
applicable propene yields.12 Despite these kinetic studies
playing an important role in sorting out this challenge, only a
limited number of publications that describe a detailed propane
ODH kinetic study are found in the vast propane ODH
literature. Moreover, the common denominator of the majority
of publications is the missing connection between reactivity and
catalytic active site structure. Most publications focus on the
catalytic reactivity and propene yield (mostly showing the
propene selectivity/yield vs propane conversion plots) without
deepening either the kinetic details (e.g., reduction−oxidation
constants, propane/propene oxidation activation energies,
reaction orders, etc.) or the reaction mechanism.
Different kinetic models85−89 have been used for the kinetic

description of the oxidative dehydrogenation of light alkanes as
listed in Table 2: (1) Mars−van Krevelen model (MvK), (2)
Eley−Rideal model, (3) Langmuir−Hinshelwood model, and
(4) Power Law model. The MvK model is the most suitable for
describing the oxidative dehydrogenation of propane over
different supported vanadium oxide catalysts,56,90−92 although
the MvK model has also been considered as inconsistent and
incorrect for general reduction−oxidation reactions on solid
catalysts.93

Grabowsky et al.11 published a review in 2006 focusing on
the kinetics of oxidative dehydrogenation of light alkanes with
propane ODH kinetics by supported vanadium oxide catalysts
as one of the crucial discussion points. By taking into account
just the reaction kinetics and kinetics modeling, the authors
pointed out the initial propane ODH kinetic works that
established the first-needed procedures to kinetically explain
how the production of propene from the oxidative dehydrogen-
ation of propane takes place. This review not only summarized

relevant information about the variety of kinetic models
employed for propane ODH but also pointed out discrepancies
between the different kinetic models using mostly residuals of
fitting procedures. Moreover, it summarized the assumptions
on which employed kinetic models were based.
As an example, Creaser et al.100 proposed a Langmuir−

Hinshelwood model assuming that either all the reactants
adsorbed on the same site or that oxygen adsorbs at separate
sites and propane reacts directly with oxygen on the catalyst’s
surface. It was also assumed that equilibrium is established
between the adsorbed and gas-phase propene when carbon
oxides are produced in a consecutive reaction. In the same
paper, two types of MvK models were also considered. The first
MvK model was based on the assumption that the reaction rate
is proportional to both the pressure of propane and the fraction
of free sites. In the second MvK model, the reaction rate was
assumed to depend on the degree of the oxidation of the
catalyst. All the models fit in the experimental data with similar
fitting errors, and MvK type models fit the data satisfactorily
without any large correlation between the parameters; however,
in the opinion of the authors, the MvK mechanism was most
suitable for the description of the experimental data.11

Grabowsky et al.11 also summarized and presented relevant
kinetic data as well as the rate equations employed in the data
analysis. The author clarified every assumption for each
reviewed publication which highlights this review. As the
authors pointed out, this review was to survey the main facts
and concepts on the kinetics of oxidative dehydrogenation of
light alkanes, taking into account the main catalysts employed
until that date. Important to notice is the fact that the author
quoted less than 18 papers for propane ODH during the period
of 1994 to 2006. Studying the influence of the type of support,
promoters, acid−base properties, and type of oxygen on the
performance of oxidative partial reactions was also discussed. It
was remarkably concluded that ODH of light alkanes is almost
always described by the parallel-consecutive reaction network,
in which both the selective reaction (formation of alkene) and
consequent oxidation to carbon oxides and parallel direct
formation of carbon oxides have taken place. Kinetic
investigation evidenced that COx is formed mainly by
consecutive oxidation of alkene and to a lesser extent on
parallel route by direct oxidation of alkane. The author also
remarked that the MvK mechanism is most frequently
proposed for describing of the kinetics of ODH of light

Table 2. Different Rate Laws Reported for Propane ODH
over Different Vanadium Oxide Catalystsa

mechanism general kinetic equation examples

MvK (lattice oxygen)
=

+
r

k k p p

k p k p

n

n
ox red O2 P

ox O2 red P

56, 90-92

Eley−Rideal (reaction between
adsorbed O2 and gaseous or
weakly adsorbed R)

=
+

r
k p p

k p1

n n

n n
O O P

O O

2 2

2 2

94, 96

Langmuir−Hinshelwood
(uniform surface with one
type of site)

=
+ +

r
k k p p

k p k p(1 )

n n

n n

O P O P

O O P P
2

2 2

2 2

97

Power Law =r kp pn m
O P2

98-99

ar is the reaction rate; k, the reaction rate constant; kox, kred, the rate
constant of oxidation or reduction; n = 1 or 0.5 for O2 molecular or
dissociative adsorption; P, propane; KO2

, KP, the adsorption coefficient

of Ox or P; a, the stoichiometric coefficient.
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alkanes. Other mechanisms are used rather scarcely and mainly
for the kinetic description of paths in ODH of alkanes in which
COx is formed.
With regard to the lattice oxygen participating in the ODH

reaction, it is widely accepted that combustion reaction occurs
with the participation of adsorbed oxygen. Some authors,
however, consider that two forms of oxygen (electrophyllic-
adsorbed oxygen, nucleophyllic-lattice oxygen) are present on
the surface of the catalyst. Lattice oxygen is usually considered
to be responsible only for selective reactions, but some authors
link it to both selective ODH and total oxidation. In the case of
vanadia-containing catalysts, only one type of oxygen is
responsible for ODH and total combustion reactions. For
example, in the case of ODH of propane, out of nine papers
that focus on the modeling of its kinetics, only three assume the
existence of two forms of oxygen on the catalyst surface.101−103

A conceptual shortfall of a “Mars−van Krevelen mechanism”
in its original meaning is that in a (sub) monolayer catalyst it is
hard to identify a “lattice” oxygen species as such a catalyst has
only surface atoms. Unclear implications are then that oxygen
species from the support may come into play and the “support”
becomes a cocatalyst or that the original definition of lattice is
relaxed to “surface lattice”,104which is then only a semantic
difference to a chemisorbed atomic oxygen species. It would be
most useful to avoid the term Mars−van Krevelen and state
specifically to what structural property (oxygen abundance,
oxidation state, binding energy of oxygen, oxygen species) the
kinetic model is referring, because the mathematical form of a
macrokinetic equation makes no explicit statement about an
atomic nature of relevant species. The often referenced
microscopic argument of isotope exchange kinetics is a critical
argument, because the chemical potential that controls this
exchange kinetics is hardly taken into account, and the fact that
an oxide can slowly exchange oxygen species does not imply
that its catalytic function relies on this property.105

The shortcoming of this excellent kinetic review11 is that the
details about the catalyst properties (synthesis and character-
ization) were not emphasized, mostly due to the fact that the
original studies did not present this information. Although the
apparent activation energy was used to study the support and
promoter effect, several parameters are different from each
other, diminishing the accuracy of the comparison.
The present review attempts to rigorously compare

experimental kinetic results found in literature for vanadium
oxide supported on TiO2, ZrO2, Al2O3, and SiO2. The selected
parameters for the comparative study are the (1) reaction
temperature (°C), (2) apparent activation energy for oxidative
propane dehydrogenation (kJ/mol), (3) propane consumption
turnover frequency (s−1), (4) catalyst surface area (m2/g), (5)
V2O5 loading (wt %), (6) surface vanadia density (Vatoms/nm

2),
and (7) catalyst synthesis method. These parameters are further
described in the Supporting Information, S2.
From the vast available literature for propane ODH by

supported vanadium oxide catalyst, only a limited number of
papers satisfied the criteria given above. Attempting to include
as many carefully performed works as possible, and using data
originally reported in these papers, some recalculations,
assumptions, and considerations had to be made in order to
be able to perform side-by-side comparisons that required the
following experimental conditions.
Experimental Requirements.

(1) Carrying out the experiments at temperatures distant
enough from temperatures where homogeneous gas-
phase reactions start to occur, perturbing both the overall
reaction rate and the desired product selectivity. At such
elevated temperatures (>550 °C), it is difficult to
distinguish and separate the contribution of homoge-
neous gas-phase reactions from the catalytic reactions
taking place at the same time.

(2) Author: Please verify that the changes made to improve
the English still retain your original meaning.Using V2O5
loadings only up to the monolayer coverage, because
highly dispersed vanadium oxide is an important
prerequisite for achieving high propylene selectivity.
Studying data of highly dispersed catalysts with loadings
below vanadium oxide monolayer coverage allows
investigating the influence of different vanadium oxide
species in propane ODH. Below monolayer coverage, all
the vanadia sites are exposed to the reactive environment
and permits for quantitative determination of the
catalytic turnover frequency (number of propane
molecules converted per V atom per second) that will
allow comparison of different catalyst studies. This
method of quantification assumes that only one species
of VxOy exists under reaction conditions and that there is
no resting state or dynamical deactivation of the active
form. The presence of three-dimensional aggregates
requiring additional correction factors that are hard to
justify would further complicate estimation of even an
upper limit of active sites for propane oxidation. For the
purposes of a comparative discussion of the performance
of monolayer catalysts, we use the concept of turnover
frequencies always keeping in mind its limitations
pointed out here.

(3) Performing kinetic experiments at low propane con-
versions, preferably below 10%, in order to guarantee
differential conditions. Moreover, higher propane con-
versions require severe reaction conditions which also
accelerate the parallel propane combustion perturbing
the overall reaction rates and as a consequence, the
propane dehydrogenation activation energy. Because
oxygen, rather than propane, is the limiting reactant,
low propane conversions are desired; otherwise, high and
even total oxygen conversion is expected. Low propane
conversion is achieved by lowering the residence time.

(4) Discarding kinetic data obtained under transient
conditions, thereby collecting only data obtained at
steady-state conditions.

(5) Excluding data obtained over binary-promoted or doped
catalysts, because the active center involved in the
reaction would not be clearly identified. For the same
reason, multicomponent catalysts (e.g., V/Ti/Si or M1
type catalysts) are also excluded from the comparison.

(6) Excluding both internal and external mass transport
limitations that could perturb the overall propane ODH
reaction rate.

(7) Minimizing heat transfer effects which are intimately
linked to mass transport limitation. The accumulation of
both reactants and products in any location on the
catalyst bed would facilitate the formation of hot spots,
leading to undesired total combustion reactions.

(8) Avoiding total oxygen conversion in order to guarantee
catalyst stability against coke formation and utilization of
an ill-defined fraction of the catalyst bed.
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(9) Guaranteeing catalyst stability against sintering of the
active vanadium oxide species or the collapse of the
support oxide structure affecting the propane ODH
kinetics.

(10) Finally, carbon balance is a very important aspect to
consider, which ensures that the kinetic data is calculated
properly. Mostly at high propane conversion levels,
carbon balance is strictly necessary to ensure accuracy in
the obtained kinetic data.

In order to provide accurate kinetic data, all the aforementioned
aspects should be taken into account. Peculiarly, the last five
aspects (from 6 to 10) are still not considered in many
published studies. Unfortunately, some publications show
substantial deficits in some of these aspects.106−110 Although
none of the reviewed studies has studied how all these aspects
influence the reaction rate, the comparative study made in the
present review is based on results published considering some
of the mentioned experimental requirements. In this review,
mainly experimental data from differential reactors are
compared because most authors used such reaction conditions.
Carefully operated integral reactors and parameter evaluation
by numerical fitting of kinetic models to the experimental data
would also provide information about the reaction network. In
addition, some assumptions and recalculations were considered,
which are explained in the Supporting Information. The
propane ODH literature also contains many additional
publications, but many of them are not considered here
because they focus on nonkinetic aspects or do not fulfill the
above critical selection criteria for the experimental conditions.
Taking into account the selected conditions to compare the

data as well as considering the experimental requirements
mentioned above, we carefully collected kinetic data from
vanadium oxide catalysts supported on TiO2, ZrO2, Al2O3, and
SiO2 that are described and discussed in the sections below.

Supported V2O5/TiO2 Catalysts. The supported V2O5/
TiO2 catalysts reported in the literature for propane ODH and
their synthesis methods and kinetics are listed in Table 3. The
majority of the supported V2O5/TiO2 catalysts were prepared
by incipient wetness impregnation with aqueous NH4VO3 as
the precursor. Many of the studies also added oxalic acid to the
aqueous solution to enhance the poor solubility of AMV. Only
one publication reported propane ODH kinetic data for
supported V2O5/TiO2 catalysts prepared by the grafting
method using vanadyl acetylacetonate as precursor.35 The
reported activation energy values for propane ODH by the ed
V2O5/TiO2 catalysts are ∼60 ± 12 kJ/mol. Regarding all data,
the standard deviation is ±12 kJ/mol, but within one series of
catalyst, the standard deviation is about ±5% as a function of
surface vanadia coverage, synthesis method, and the laboratory
performing the research, as shown in Figure 4. The kinetics at
and/or above monolayer coverage was omitted because
crystalline V2O5 NPs may be present in these studies and
therefore may complicate determination of the apparent
propane ODH activation energy. It is because V2O5 NPs
catalyze the overall propane ODH reaction with substantially
different apparent activation energies. A resolution of the
kinetic parameters of this two different vanadia species is
impossible.
The reported TOFs for propane ODH by supported V2O5/

TiO2 are rather similar at high surface vanadia coverage but
quite different at low surface vanadia coverage, as presented in
Figure 5. One set of researchers, Deo et al.112 and
Christodoulakis et al.,113 reported almost constant TOFs as a
function of surface vanadia loading, whereas a second set of
researchers, Viparelli et al.111 and Khodakov et al.,118 reported
that the TOFs increase with surface vanadia loading (Figure 5).
A closer examination of the source of the TiO2 support
indicates that the group employing Degussa P-25 titania
exhibits TOFs that are higher and constant with surface vanadia

Table 3. Summary of Propane ODH Kinetics for Supported V2O5/TiO2 Catalysts and Catalyst Properties from Selected
Publications

Ea 1 [kJ/mol] TOFpropane [× 10−3 s−1] temp [°C] BET [m2/g] V2O5 [% wt] V [atom/nm2] synthesis method (precursor−solvent)a ref

44−76 2.2−12.9 (400 °C) 300−500 106−111 1.0−5.8 0.6−3.6 IWI (AMV−H2O) 111
6−74 (500 °C)

65−73 26−28 (380 °C) 340−400 43−49 1−3 1.4−4.6 IWI (AMV−H2O) 112
36−42 (400 °C)
163−226 (500 °C)

43−51 1−7 (300 °C) 300−550 29.1−46.8 1.3−9.7 1.8−22 IWI (AMV−H2O) 113
4.9−26.4 (400 °C)
160−50 (500 °C)

54 400 40−41 783−765 3.2−6.6 IWI (AMV−H2O) 92
18.5 (400 °C) 500 41 5 8.1 IWI (AMV−H2O) 114
126.1 (500 °C)
20.4 (400 °C) 450−500 35.3 3.87 7.1 IWI (AMV−H2O) 115
101 (500 °C)

70 15.7 (400 °C) 250−600 43 5 7.7 IWI (AMV−H2O) 116
79.2 (500 °C)

56 58 (400 °C) 250−350 66 1.6 1.5 grafting (VAc.−toluene) 37
212 (500 °C)
18.6 (400 °C) 500 41 5 8.1 IWI (AMV−H2O) 117
126.4 (500 °C)
0.5−2.4 (333 °C) 333 58−73.5 0.7−5 0.63−5.7 IWI (AMV−H2O) 118
1.5−12.4 (400 °C)
5.5−84.2 (500 °C)

aIWI= incipient wetness impregnation. AMV = ammonium methavanadate. OA= oxalic acid. VAc.= vanadium acetyl acetate.
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coverage. It is well-known that Degussa P-25 is one of the
cleanest titania supports and is the reference titania for
photocatalytic studies.121−124 The very similar TOFs for
supported V2O5/TiO2 catalysts from multiple catalysis research
laboratories, when using the same TiO2 support, is encouraging
and demonstrates reproducibility between different catalysis
laboratories.
The much lower TOFs at low surface vanadia coverage on

TiO2 reported by Viparelli et al.111 and Khodakov et al.118

requires closer examination of the TiO2 supports used by these
research laboratories. Both Viparelli et al.111 and Khodakov et
al.118 employed high surface area TiO2 supports from BASF
and Süd-Chemie-AG, respectively, that extensively sintered
when impregnated with vanadia and calcined at elevated
temperatures. During such extensive sintering of an oxide
support, the catalytic active vanadia phase may become
incorporated by the titania support and, thus, not be able to
participate in the catalytic oxidation reaction.125

Furthermore, the fraction of encapsulation may decrease with
vanadia loading and, thus, may be responsible for the apparent
increase in the TOF of propane ODH with vanadia loading. In
contrast, the BET surface area of the P-25 titania support is
relatively stable with vanadium oxide impregnation and
calcination. Although the P-25 titania support is quite clean
of surface impurities, surface chemical analysis for the BASF

and Tioxide titania supports were not provided and, thus, the
presence of surface impurities could not be ruled out.
Furthermore, the increasing concentrations of V2O5 NPs with
surface vanadia coverage in the Viparelli et al.111 and Kodakov
et al.118 studies has also been demonstrated to give an apparent
increase in TOF with coverage due to the anomalously high
activity of the small V2O5 NPs that has recently been
demonstrated by Carrero et al.119 Consequently, TOFs of
propane ODH with the supported V2O5/TiO2 catalysts
employing the P-25 titania support and not possessing V2O5
NPs provide the most reliable kinetics and demonstrate that
TOFs of propane ODH are independent of the surface vanadia
coverage (i.e., surface VO4 monomer possess the same TOF as
the surface VO4 polymer). Alternatively, one can deduce from
Figure 5 that two families of VOx systems exist. One of them
always contains the same type of active species, independent of
the nominal loading, that does not scale with the nominal
loading, as does its activity. The other family contains different
amounts of active sites that scale in their abundance with the
nominal loading. This may be deduced from the increasing
TOF with the loading. In the limit of a monolayer loading, the
two families converge in their properties as then the same
amount of the same type of sites prevails. The kinetic
parameters of these limiting catalysts should then be a reliable
data set for further discussion.

Supported V2O5/ZrO2 Catalysts. In comparison to
supported V2O5/TiO2 catalysts, an equal number of reliable
propane ODH publications was encountered on supported
V2O5/ZrO2 catalysts. The reliable kinetic data as well as V2O5/
ZrO2 catalysts properties are listed in Table 4.
The majority of the published kinetic data is based on

supported V2O5/ZrO2 catalysts prepared by the IWI method
with aqueous AMV as the precursor. In many of the syntheses,
oxalic acid is also added to the aqueous solution because of the
very low aqueous solubility of AMV. Two publications reported
propane ODH kinetic data for supported V2O5/ZrO2 catalysts
prepared by incipient wetness impregnation of ZrO2 using
vanadium isopropoxide (VTiP) and 2-propanol as precursor
and solvent, respectively.40,42 Only one study reported propane
ODH kinetic data for supported V2O5/ZrO2 catalysts prepared
by the grafting method using vanadyl acetylacetonate (Vac.) as
the precursor.37

The apparent propane ODH activation energies over
supported V/ZrO2 catalysts as a function of vanadium oxide
loading are plotted in Figure 6. The reported apparent propane

Figure 4. Apparent propane ODH activation energies as a function of
vanadia loading on the TiO2 support. The gray region indicates that
the experimental monolayer surface vanadia coverage has been
exceeded. The numbers indicate the cited references and the open
symbols represent recalculated values that are explained in the
Supporting Information.

Figure 5. Propane consumption TOF rates as a function of surface vanadia coverage over supported V2O5/TiO2 catalysts at (a) 400 and (b) 500 °C.
The numbers indicate the cited references. Open symbols represent extrapolated values that are explained in the Supporting Information.
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ODH activation energy over supported V2O5/ZrO2 catalysts is
∼78 ± 21 kJ/mol and slightly increases as a function of surface
vanadia coverage and synthesis method. As can be seen by the
limited data points in Figure 6, not many studies have been
performed to determine the activation energy for propane
ODH over supported V2O5/ZrO2 catalysts.
The reported propane consumption TOFs over supported

V2O5/ZrO2 catalysts are rather different both in magnitude as
well as in trend as a function of surface vanadia coverage as
presented in Figure 7. Some researchersTian et al.,40 Gao et

al.,42 Khodakov et al.,56 and Christodoulakis et al.113report
almost constant TOF values as a function of surface vanadia
loading, whereas Khodakov et al.118 and Chen et al.128 report
increasing TOF values as a function of surface vanadia loading.
In comparison to the other studies included in Figure 7,
Khodakov et al.56,118 and Chen et al.128 are the only ones using
zirconium oxyhydroxide (ZrO(OH)2) as the support, which is
prepared by precipitation from a zirconyl chloride solution.
Due to morphological changes and sintering during calcination
and reaction, a substantial fraction of the vanadia may be
incorporated in the support material and excluded from the
reaction. Nonetheless, Khodakov et al.56 reported nearly
constant propane consumption TOFs over catalysts similarly
prepared, contradicting the rising TOFs obtained a few years
later by the same researchers. This inconsistency invokes a
detailed characterization of the support in order to figure out a
possible interaction of unexpected species“impurities”and
characterization of the supported vanadium oxide phase to
determine if V2O5 and ZrV2O7 NPs are also present. The
general shape of the plots in Figures 6 and 7 imply again that
there may be families of catalysts with different structural
properties likely related to the nuclearity or dispersion of the
active species. In contrast to the TiO2 support the data on the
ZrO2 support do not allow a common likely data set for a
comparative kinetic discussion as no convergence in trends can
be observed. We note that some data sets in Figures 6 and 7
would agree well with the limiting data on titania and hence
support the possibility that VxOy active sites perform the same
reaction under the same conditions with the same kinetics
independent of the support.

Table 4. Summary of Propane ODH Kinetics for Supported V2O5/ZrO2 Catalysts and Catalyst Properties from Selected
Publications

Ea 1 [kJ/mol] TOFpropane [× 10−3 s−1] temp [°C] BET [m2/g] V2O5 [% wt] V [atom/nm2] synthesis method (precursor−solvent)a ref

94−112 340−500 82−36 5.6−15 4.5−9 IWI (AMV−H2O) 126
1.2−2.4 (333 °C) 333 180−340 2−30 0.4−5.5 IWI (AMV−H2O) 56
11.2−9.0 (400 °C)
67.9−95 (500 °C)
9.4−6.9 (350 °C) 300−350 0.4−4.0 0.8−8.1 IWI (VtiP−2-propanol 42
28.4−67.3 (400 °C)
173−711 (500 °C)

99 28.3 (430 °C) 430 170 10 3.9 IWI (AMV−H2O) 127
13.3 (400 °C)
131 (500 °C)

51.1−81.1 0.1−1.5 (300 °C) 300−500 73.4−29.7 1.5−10.0 1.3−5.5 IWI (AMV−H2O) 113
1.3−7.4 (400 °C)
10−60 (500 °C)

6 (400 °C) 450−500 70.7 3.96 3.5 IWI (AMV−H2O) 115
26 (500)

18−80 (430 °C) 430 144−160 2−15 0.9−6.2 IWI (AMV−H2O) 128
9.9−36.8 (400 °C)
60.2−388 (500 °C)

78 56 (400 °C) 400 108 1.6 1.0 grafting (VAc.−toluene) 37
340 (500 °C)

1.5−2.6 (333 °C) 333 144−160 2−15 0.9−6.2 IWI (AMV−H2O) 118
7−29.2 (400 °C)
42.5−309 (500 °C)
9.8−10.2 (350 °C) 350 1−4 2.0−8.1 IWI (VTiP−2-propanol) 40
42.3−44 (400 °C)
447−465 (500 °C)

aIWI = incipient wetness impregnation. AMV = ammonium methavanadate. OA= oxalic acid. VAc. = vanadium acetyl acetate. VTiP = vanadium
triisopropoxide.

Figure 6. Apparent propane ODH activation energies as a function of
surface vanadia loading on the ZrO2 support. The gray region indicates
that the experimental monolayer surface vanadia coverage has been
exceeded. The numbers indicate the cited references. Open symbols
represent recalculated values that are explained in the Supporting
Information.
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Supported V2O5/Al2O3 Catalysts. The supported V2O5/
Al2O3 catalysts have been extensively studied, as can be seen in
Table 5. As in the case for the support materials discussed
previously, the majority of V2O5/Al2O3 catalysts are prepared
by the IWI method using AMV as precursor. In many of the
syntheses, oxalic acid was added to the aqueous solution to
improve the AMV solubility. Few publications reported
propane ODH kinetic data for V2O5/Al2O3 catalysts prepared
by a grafting method using vanadyl acetylacetonate (Vac) as
precursor.37,38,129,130 Only a couple of studies were carried out
for catalysts prepared by IWI method using vanadyl
triisopropoxide and 2-propanol as precursor and solvent,
respectively.40,41

Recently, highly dispersed V2O5/Al2O3 catalysts were
prepared by the same method.119,120 Dissolving V2O5 powder
in oxalic acid followed by mixing the resulting solution with the
Al2O3 support also appears to be an alternative method for
preparing highly dispersed V2O5/Al2O3 catalysts.

131

Compared to the previously discussed supports (TiO2 and
ZrO2), several kinetic studies provide propane ODH activation
energies. The reported apparent propane ODH activation
energy over V2O5/Al2O3 catalysts is ∼98 ± 12 kJ/mol and does
not vary at all as a function of surface vanadia coverage, oxide
support, synthesis method, and the laboratory performing the
research (Figure 8).
Rao et al.135 prepared supported V2O5/Al2O3 catalysts with

vanadia surface densities close to monolayer coverage (∼9
Vatom/nm

2) by the incipient wetness impregnation method
using an aqueous solution of AMV avoiding the formation of
V2O5 nanoparticles as corroborated by Raman spectroscopy.
The obtained apparent propane ODH activation energy for
such a catalyst was ∼92 kJ/mol (Figure 8).135 In contrast, V2O5
NPs were already present above ∼3.6 Vatom/nm

2 with the same
synthesis method reported by Argyle.132 The catalysts
containing V2O5 nanoparticles showed apparent propane
ODH activation energies of ∼120 kJ/mol, indicating that
V2O5 NPs influence the propane ODH activation energy.132

Figure 9 describes the tendency of propane consumption rate
as a function of vanadia surface density, and the reported TOFs
can vary by more than 1 order of magnitude. In some cases, the
TOFs remain almost constant from low to high vanadia surface
densities,38,40,131,135 whereas increasing TOFs as a function of
vanadia loading are also reported in some studies.41,118,128

Schwarz et al.129 reported constant TOFs up to approximately
4.5 Vatom/nm

2. Above this surface vanadia coverage, the

reactivity drastically dropped, but the absence of in situ
characterization does not allow determination of the origin of
this unusual behavior.
On the other hand, rising TOFs as a function of vanadia

loading has been obtained from different authors but only from
the same group.41,118,128 In 1999, Khodakov et al.118 published
TOF values increasing as a function of vanadia loading over
catalysts prepared by incipient wetness impregnation of Al2O3

with aqueous AMV solutions. A few years later, Chen et al.128

once again reported increasing TOFs with vanadia loading over
similarly prepared catalysts, perhaps even using the same
catalyst batch. Comparing both studies, the only difference is
the reaction temperature, which was 333 and 430 °C,
respectively. Although the obtained TOF trend as a function
of surface vanadia coverage was the same, considerable order of
magnitude differences were reported that cannot be attributed
to only the extrapolation from lower to higher temperatures.
Moreover, subsequently, Yang et al.41 reported the same trend
of increasing propane consumption TOF as a function of
surface vanadia loading over catalysts prepared by incipient
wetness impregnation of Al2O3 but employing vanadium
triisopropoxide in 2-propoanol solutions. Peculiarly, the data
reported in the three above-mentioned studies are not
consistent with each other and are the only studies reporting
increasing TOFs as a function of surface vanadia loading.
Surface characterization of these supports for surface impurities
might have shed more light on the origin of these inconsistent
kinetic results.
Tian et al.40 prepared supported V2O5/Al2AO3 catalysts

using the same procedure, but the TOF values were found to
be constant as a function of surface vanadia coverage in contrast
to that previously reported by Yang et al.41 Both kinetic studies
were carried out at similar reaction temperatures, indicating
that the extrapolation should not dramatically influence the
differences between both studies. What is different when
comparing both studies, in terms of experimental conditions, is
the fact that the C3H8 to O2 ratio was different. Yang et al.41

used a ratio of 8, whereas Tian et al.40 used a ratio of 3. This
indicates that the catalysts were more reduced at the high ratio
C3H8/O2 = 8 than C3H8/O2 = 3. Although such different
reaction conditions could influence the selectivity toward
propene but not the propane consumption TOF, because of the
zero-order dependence of the reaction with respect to O2

partial pressure.130

Figure 7. Propane consumption TOF rates as a function of vanadia coverage over V2O5/ZrO2 catalysts at (a) 400 and (b) 500 °C. The numbers
indicate the cited reference. Open symbols represent extrapolated values that are explained in the Supporting Information.
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Another difference found in the studies mentioned above is
the nature of the Al2O3 supports, which originated from
different sources. Yang et al.41 employed Al2O3 from Degussa
AG (BET = 107 m2/g) prepared by burning aluminum
chloride, whereas Tian et al.40 used Al2O3 from Engelhard
(BET = 222 m2/g) prepared by wet chemistry. Aside from the
different BET surfaces areas and due to the different methods
employed to prepare the Al2O3, differences in the surface
chemistry may also be present (e.g., such as residual surface
chlorine that may interact with the surface vanadia species).
In comparison to the reducible supports discussed above, the

performance of the alumina-supported species is considerably
inferior. This allows several conclusions. Either on alumina a

different active species exists than on reducible supports, or the
reducible supports participate in the action of the catalyst. A
more subtle interpretation would be that the same active VxOy

species functions to a different degree as catalyst that is
controlled by the electronic (semiconducting) properties of the
support. The redox potential of a metal ion in different ligand
environments is well-known to be different (e.g., pH in water)
and so may the semiconducting band structure of the wide
bandgap support alumina be less beneficial than the more
defect-controlled narrowed band structure of the reducible
oxides.

Supported V2O5/SiO2 Catalysts. Supported V2O5/SiO2

catalysts are the most studied for propane ODH, as shown by

Table 5. Summary of Propane ODH Kinetics over Supported V2O5/Al2O3 Catalysts and Catalyst Properties from Selected
Publications

Ea 1 [kJ/mol] TOFpropane [× 10−3 s−1] temp [°C] BET [m2/g] V2O5 [% wt] V [atom/nm2] synthesis method (precursor−solvent)a ref

81 350−500 148−182 5−15 1.8−6.7 IWI (AMV−H2O) 92
117−120 1.3 (390 °C) 330−390 95 2 1.4 IWI (AMV−H2O) 132

1.8 (400 °C)
26.6 (500 °C)
2.7 (400 °C) 500 185 4.8 1.52 IWI (AMV−H2O) 114
41 (500 °C)

0.1−1.2 (400 °C) 500 109.4−97.5 2.4−12 1.5−8.8 grafting (VAc.−toluene) 129
1−18 (500 °C)
1.7 (400 °C) 450−500 186.8 4.0 1.3 IWI (AMV−H2O) 115
16 (500 °C)

80.3 300−400 141 15.8 4.4 IWI (AMV−H2O) 133
0.7−3.6 (400 °C) 400−500 8.7−124 0.9−16.9 0.5−129 grafting (VAc.−toluene) 38
5−29 (475 °C)
9−53.3 (500 °C)

113 6.8 (400 °C) 400−500 96 2.1 1.4 grafting (VAc.−toluene) 37
92.6 (500 °C)
2.8 (400 °C) 500 209 4.8 1.5 IWI (AMV−H2O) 117
41.1(500 °C)

0.1−1.5 (333 °C) 333 86−100 0.7−15 0.5−7.7 IWI (AMV−H2O) 118
0.9−15.1 (400 °C)
12.7−226 (500 °C)
1−1.4 (350 °C) 350 3−20 1−8 IWI (VTiP−2- propanol) 40
5.1−7.5 (400 °C)
68.8−112 (500 °C)

87 2.5 (380) 380−480 258 2 0.9 IWI (AMV−H2O) 134
4.6 (400 °C)
63.2 (500 °C)
1−9.3 (400 °C) 430 86−100 0.7−10 0.5−7.7 IWI (AMV−H2O) 128
1.8−18 (430 °C)
7.7−69.3 (500 °C)

111 2.2 (400 °C) 400−500 106.6 2.5 1.6 grafting (VAc.−toluene) 130
40.4 (500 °C)

100−92 3.5−4.9 (380 °C) 380 110−165 5−15 2−9 IWI (AMV−H2O) 135
6−8.1 (400 °C)
57.6−68 (500 °C)

103 2.5−17.5 (400 °C) 310−400 91.1−108.1 3.1−14.8 1.9−10.7 IWI (VTiP−2- propanol) 41
27−190 (500 °C)

96 1 (380 °C) 380 146 10 4.5 IWI (AMV−H2O) 112
1.7 (400 °C)
15.5 (500 °C)

1.5−3.9 (400 °C) 440 8.7−124 0.5−9.5 0.3−72.3 V2O5 powder (OA) 131
4.7−12.0 (440 °C)
21.7−52.7 (500 °C)

aIWI = incipient wetness impregnation. AMV = ammonium methavanadate. OA = oxalic acid. VAc. = vanadium acetyl acetate. VTiP = vanadium
triisopropoxide.
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the number of entries in Table 6. Once again, the majority of
the V2O5/SiO2 catalysts were prepared by IWI with AMV and
H2O as precursor and solvent, respectively. In some cases,
methanol was used instead of H2O in order to improve the
AMV solubility.34−36,136,137 In many cases, oxalic acid was also
added to the aqueous solution to improve the vanadium oxide
solubility. In addition, the grafting method has also been used
to prepare V2O5/SiO2 catalysts, being the second-most-used
methodology. Interestingly, only one publication reported
propane ODH kinetics for supported V2O5/SiO2 catalysts
prepared by the IWI method using vanadium triisoprpoxide in
2-propanol as precursor and solvent, respectively.40

The reported apparent propane ODH activation energy for
V2O5/SiO2 catalysts is ∼117 ± 28 kJ/mol (Figure 10). Such a
high standard deviation does not reflect the low accuracy in the
determination of this parameter but indicates the presence of
different catalysts species present in the different investigations.
A broad variety of species exist at low loading in accord with
the possibility of large spatial freedom, whereas a more space-
filling situation creates a homogeneous species. It is also
supported by the strong variation of the TOFs as a found for
catalysts prepared by different synthesis methods and from
different precursors as shown in Figure 11.

In contrast to the other supported vanadium oxide catalysts,
there is a wide variation in the reported apparent activation
energy values as a function of surface vanadia coverage, oxide
support, synthesis method, and the laboratory performing the
research. The largest discrepancies in the apparent propane
ODH activation energies are observed at low vanadia loadings
(<1 Vatom/nm

2), and the values asymptotically approach a
common value at higher vanadia loadings (>1 Vatom/nm

2).
Unfortunately, temperature-dependent propane ODH rates at
loadings close to monolayer coverage were not found. In light
of the observed trend in Figure 10, high vanadium oxide
loading seems to minimize the influence of SiO2 support (with
possible impurities) on the overall propane ODH rates.
Schimmoeller et al.50 reported an apparent propane ODH

activation energy of ∼120 kJ/mol over supported V2O5/SiO2
catalyst with the highest vanadia surface density reported so far
(∼3.3 Vatom/nm

2). Comparable surface vanadia monolayer
coverage of ∼2.6 Vatom/nm

2 was reported by Gao et al.,83 but
the activation energy was not given. The propane consumption
TOFs reported for supported V2O5/SiO2 catalysts as a function
of vanadia surface density are presented in Figure 11. Although
a broad range of TOFs have been reported, the majority of the
TOFs remain relatively constant as a function of surface
vanadia coverage. None of the studies reported increasing
TOFs as a function of surface vanadia coverage, as found in
some studies for supported vanadia catalysts on TiO2, ZrO2 ,
and Al2O3. Some of the publications for supported V/SiO2
catalysts report slight decreases in the propane consumption
TOFs with surface vanadia coverage.35,36,50,146 In situ Raman
spectroscopy characterization revealed that the decrease in
propane TOF at high vanadia loadings is related to the
transformation of the surface vanadia species to V2O5 NPs
under reaction conditions.50 Although in situ characterization
studies are missing for the majority of the studies, the
transformation of the surface vanadia species to V2O5 NPs
during propane ODH explains the decrease in propane
consumption TOF with surface vanadia coverage.
The highest propane consumption TOFs for propane ODH

by supported V2O5/SiO2 catalysts were reported by Tian et
al.40 and Schimmoeller et al.50 (Figure 11). These researchers
prepared their catalysts with materials made via pyrolysis of
SiCl4: Tian et al.40 used a SiO2 support produced via pyrolysis
of SiCl4, and Schimmoeller et al.

50 employed FSP to make their
supported V2O5/SiO2 catalyst. The common feature of such
syntheses is that the resulting oxide supports tend to be very

Figure 8. Apparent propane ODH activation energies as a function of
vanadia loading on the Al2O3 support. The gray region indicates that
the experimental monolayer surface vanadia coverage has been
exceeded. The numbers indicate the cited references. Open symbols
represent recalculated values that are explained in the Supporting
Information.

Figure 9. Propane consumption TOF values as a function of surface vanadia coverage over V2O5/Al2O3 catalysts at (a) 400 and (b) 500 °C. The
numbers indicate the cited references. Open symbols represent recalculated values that are explained in the Supporting Information.
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Table 6. Summary of Propane ODH Kinetics over Supported V2O5/SiO2 Catalysts and Catalyst Properties from Selected
Publications

Ea 1 [kJ/mol] TOFpropane × 10−3 s−1] temp [°C] BET [m2/g] V2O5 [% wt] V [atom/nm2] synthesis method (precursor−solvent)b ref

103 400−500 4.8 0.7 IWI (AMV−H2O) 138
146 1.3 (400 °C) 400−500 151 0.6 0.3 grafting (VAc−toluene) 37

37.9 (500 °C)
0.4−1.4 (400 °C) 400−500 227−892 1.07−20 0.08−25.4 grafting (VAc.−toluene) 38
5−17 (475 °C)

10.7−36.3 (500 °C)
106−168 0.1−0.3 (400 °C) 425−525 168−281 5.3−50.8 1.3−20 IWI (AMV−H2O) 139

0.5−2.6 (450 °C)
1.9−7.3 (500 °C)
0.2 (400 °C) 500 286 5 1.2 IWI (AMV−H2O) 117
6 (500 °C)c

105−141 0.2−0.4 (400 °C) 425−525 311−746 1.3−14.6 0.09−3.11 IWI (AMV−H2O) 140
2.5−11 (500 °C)

78−158 1.5−1.1 (400 °C) 450−475 790−1059 0.36−9.46 0.02−0.44 grafting VAc.−(toluene) VSul. (water) 39
4−7 (450 °C)

18−23.4 (500 °C)
134−151 0.15−0.23 (400 °C)a 380−450 459−118 2.3−13.6 0.6−3.1 grafting (BD- H2O) 141

3.6−4.3 (500 °C)a

0.1−0.6 (400 °C) 500 300−1049 4.8−20 0.4−25.5 grafting (VAc.−toluene) 44
2−16 (500 °C)

137−168 0.2−0.2 (400 °C) 450−550 300−820 2.5−10 0.3−1.6 IWI (AMV−methanol) 34
20−39.6 (550 °C)
5.5−9.2 (500 °C)

0.002−0.02(400 °C) 600 222−592 1.8−16 0.2−2.4 IWI (AMV−methanol) 35
0.9−7.4 (600 °C)
0.1−0.6 (500 °C)

0.005−0.05(400 °C) 600 222−985 1.9−16 0.2−2.4 IWI (AMV−methanol) 36
1.9−16.1(600 °C)
0.1−1.3 (500 °C)
0.02−0.04 (400 °C) 500−550 181−1113 0.5−1.4 0.03−0.2 IWI (AMV−H2O) 142
0.6−1.3 (500 °C)
2.3−5.1 (550 °C)
0.8 (400 °C) 500 790 9.5 0.44 grafting (VAc.−toluene) 45
24 (500 °C)

63−114 0.03−0.2 (400 °C) 425−600 4.5−848 7.2−8.6 0.6−1.6 IWI (AMV−H2O) 143
0.2−1.7 (500 °C)
0.34−2.4 (520 °C)
0.2−0.5 (400 °C) 333 251−287 2−15 0.46−4 IWI (AMV−H2O) 118
0.01−0.03 (333 °C)
5.2−12.1 (500 °C)
0.28−0.29 (350 °C) 350 5−12 1.5−2.6 IWI (VTiP−2-propanol) 40
2.1−2.2 (400 °C)
53−54.9 (500 °C)

0.7 (400 °C) 600 451 8 1.18 IWI (AMV−methanol) 137
7.1 (500 °C)
43.8 (600 °C)

35 0.02−0.2 (400 °C) 400−650 448−591 2.5−28.6 0.15−2.40 IWI (AMV−methanol) 136
0.5−5.5 (500 °C)
1.8−22.0 (550 °C)
0.04−0.1 (400 °C) 550 50−1013 1.1−18.4 0.1−24.4 grafting (VAc.−ethanol) 144
0.2−1.8 (500 °C)
0.6−6.8 (550 °C)

62 5.3−14.7 (400 °C) 500 706−1109 1−3.7 0.09−0.35 IWI (AMV−H2O) 145
22.2−61.1(500 °C)

0.3 (400 °C) 500 286 5 1.2 IWI (AMV−H2O) 114
6.6 (500 °C)

81−126 0.8−2 (400 °C) 400−550 333−119 3−50 0.6−27.6 FSP (AMV) 50
5.2−15.3 (500 °C)
11.1−35.3 (550 °C)

0.7 (400 °C) 500 413−871 2.7−3.9 0.4−1.1 grafting (VAc.−toluene) 43
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clean and most probably accounts for these two studies
reporting the highest propane ODH TOFs. Despite the
catalysts being prepared using different methods (Table 6),
both authors concluded that the catalysts showed unique
properties in terms of vanadia dispersion. Characterization
studies demonstrated that predominantly isolated surafce VOx
species were present in these catalysts up to a relatively high
vanadia surface density. Whereas Schimmoeller et al.50 found
that the TOFs decreased with surface vanadia coverage, Tian et
al.40 found that the TOF value was constant with surface
vanadia coverage. This difference is most likely related to the
milder reaction conditions employed by Tian et al.40 (350 °C
and propane conversions less than 3%) the more aggressive
reaction conditions used by Schimmoeller et al.50 (550 °C and

8.5−25% propane conversion) with the latter possibly leading
to transformation of the surface VO4 sites to crystalline V2O5.
Gruene et al.141 used a grafting/anion exchange procedure to

synthesize highly dispersed vanadium oxide catalysts, as high as
3.1 Vatom/nm

2 and found that TOFs of propane ODH
remained constant with surface vanadia coverage on SiO2 at
400 and 500 °C (propane conversion bellow 10%). The
reported TOFs, however, were about an order of magnitude
smaller when extrapolated to 400 and 500 °C.
High propane consumption TOFs were also obtained for

supported V2O5/SiO2 catalysts prepared from syntheses not
employing the standard aqueous AMV IWI method (see Figure
11 and Table 6). Liu et al.146 prepared vanadosilicate molecular
sieves by sol−gel methodology and established that, despite of
this catalysts exhibit higher activity and selectivity for propane
ODH than the V-impregned SBA-15 catalysts, the TOFs of
propane ODH decreased with surface vanadia coverage. A
similar trend (decreasing TOFs) as a function of surface
vanadia coverage was also reported by Liu et al.136 and Vidal-
Moya et al.144 for vanadosilicate molecular sieves. The
decreasing TOFs with increasing vanadia loading may very
well have been due to agglomeration of dispersed vanadia to
crystalline V2O5 given the rather high reaction temperature of
550 °C.50

The lowest TOFs for supported V2O5/SiO2 catalysts were
reported by Fan. et al.35,36 (see Figure 11). These catalysts were
prepared by impregnating SBA-15 with a methanol solution of
AMV. Despite the lowest propane consumption TOFs obtained
in this work,35 Cavani’s review12 showed this catalyst system as
one of most promising due to the high propene yield. This
suggests that a proper comparison of different catalytic results
from different research groups should not be done using the
typical propene selectivity−propane conversion plots. The
absence of characterization for these supported V2O5/SBA-15
catalysts does not allow an exact determination of TOF data

Table 6. continued

Ea 1 [kJ/mol] TOFpropane × 10−3 s−1] temp [°C] BET [m2/g] V2O5 [% wt] V [atom/nm2] synthesis method (precursor−solvent)b ref

20 (500 °C)
90 1.5−3.6 (400 °C) 500−620 592−819 0.2−1.7 0.02−0.19 MCS (AMV−H2O) 146

12.1−28.8 (500 °C)
41.4−98.9 (575 °C)

aData provided directly by the authors. bIWI = incipient wetness impregnation. VAc. = vanadium acetyl acetate. AMV = ammonium methavanadate.
FSP = flame spray pyrolysis. VTiP = vanadium triisopropoxide. BD = butylammonium decavanadate. MCS = miscellaneous catalyst synthesis.

Figure 10. Propane oxidation activation energies as a function of
vanadia coverage on the SiO2 support. The gray region indicates that
the experimental monolayer surface vanadia coverage has been
exceeded. The numbers indicate the cited references. Open symbols
represent the recalculated values that are explained in the Supporting
Information.

Figure 11. Propane consumption TOFs as a function of surface vanadia coverage over supported V2O5/SiO2 catalysts at (a) 400 and (b) 500 °C.
The numbers indicate the cited references. Open symbols represent the recalculated values that are explained in the Supporting Information.
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due to the presence of large V2O5 NPs, V-encapsulation, or
surface impurities.

2. STRUCTURE−REACTIVITY RELATIONSHIPS
From the above reviewed propane ODH kinetic data, it
becomes apparent that several potential experimental param-
eters (surface vanadia coverage, oxide support, reaction
conditions, etc.) can perturb the propane ODH kinetics data.
The apparent propane ODH activation energy (Ea) as a
function of vanadia coverage (ML = vanadia monolayer
coverage) for supported vanadium oxide catalysts is presented
in Figure 12. The error bars represent the standard deviation of

the collected data and reflect the discrepancies between the
selected studies with respect to purity of materials, precision,
and reproducibility of the experiments. The small standard
deviations in the activation energies indicate that the majority
of the reported kinetic data are in good agreement. The surface
vanadium oxide coverage does not considerably alter the
activation energy. Only for the supported V2O5/TiO2 catalysts
do the activation energies show a slight decrease above half-
monolayer surface vanadia coverage. The relatively constant
activation energy as a function of surface vanadia coverage
reveals that the ratio of surface polymeric/monomeric VO4
species, which increases with coverage, does not affect the

propane ODH mechanism at supported vanadium oxide
catalysts.
For supported vanadium oxide catalysts at submonolayer

coverage, the apparent propane ODH activation energies vary
from 45 to 150 kJ/mol, which reflects the strong support
influences on propane ODH kinetics. In addition, the apparent
activation energy for supported V2O5/NbO5

147 and V2O5/
CeO2

37 catalysts are ∼157 and 68 kJ/mol, respectively. The
apparent activation energy decreases as follows V2O5/NbO5 >
V/SiO2 > V/Al2O3 > V/ZrO2 > V/CeO2 > V/TiO2. The strong
influence of the specific oxide support upon the apparent
activation energy demonstrates the critical role of the bridging
V−O−Support bond in the mechanism and the impact of its
strength on the propane ODH reaction kinetics.
The propane consumption TOFs as a function of vanadia

coverage for the different oxide supports are presented in
Figure 13. The average TOFs calculated from the literature data
demonstrate that the TOFs are constant as a function of
vanadia coverage. The same constant TOF trend has also been
found for the supported V2O5/Nb2O5 catalysts.

147 The trend of
constant TOFs as a function of surface vanadia coverage has
recently been confirmed for 100% dispersed surface vanadia on
several supports, confirmed by Raman spectroscopy, as shown
elsewhere.119 The constant TOFs with vanadia surface coverage
shows that the ratio of surface VO4 polymers/monomers does
not affect the propane ODH kinetics and demonstrates that
surface monomers and polymers exhibit the same activity. The
specific oxide support, however, has a pronounced effect upon
the TOFs reflecting the significant influence of the bridging V−
O−Support bond upon propane ODH.119

The variation of the TOFs with the specific oxide support has
been found to be inversely related to the reducibility, quantified
by the maximum temperature of the hydrogen consumption
peak (Tmax) of the supported vanadium oxide catalysts during
H2-TPR.

115 The same inverse trend between TOF and Tmax
was earlier found also for the CH3OH ODH over supported
vanadia catalysts.148 In fact, the inverse trend between TOF and
Tmax has also been found for numerous other oxidation
reactions by supported vanadium oxide catalysts (e.g., CH3OH,
C2H6, SO2).

148−150 This universal trend for oxidation reactions
by supported vanadium oxide catalysts has recently been
correlated with the oxygen defect formation enthalpy (ΔHdef)
of the supported vanadia catalysts determined by impedance
spectroscopy.120

Figure 12. Apparent propane ODH activation energy as a function of
surface vanadia coverage as a function of oxide supports. The Ea values
represent an average of the reported literature data for each oxide
support and the error bars represent the standard deviation.

Figure 13. Propane consumption TOF values as a function of surface vanadia coverage as a function of different supports at 400 and 500 °C. The
TOF values represent an average of the reported kinetic data, and the error bars represent the standard deviation.
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Beck et al.120 found a linear free energy relation between
ΔHdef and the apparent activation energy of the propane ODH
and partial oxidation of ethanol, as shown in Figure 14. The

different slopes for propane ODH and ethanol ODH are
related to the different C−H bond strengths of the two
reactants involved in the rate-determining step. These findings
confirm that the reducibility of the supported vanadia species
dependent on the strength of the bridging V−O−Support

bond, which is the critical parameter controlling the rates of
ODH reactions by supported vanadium oxide catalysts.
Although the above review definitively demonstrates that the

propane ODH TOF values are independent of surface vanadia
coverage, which also indicates the absence of influence of
surface vanadia polymer/monomer ratio, it was surprisingly
found that crystalline V2O5 NPs in the ±1−3 nm range exhibit
anomalously high propane ODH TOFs.119 This new result
finally explains the few propane ODH kinetic studies that show
increasing propane ODH TOFs with increasing surface vanadia
coverage, because those studies employed the poorly soluble
AMV precursor and reported the presence of V2O5 NPs in their
catalysts.
In summary, the isolated and polymeric surface VO4 species

possess the same propane ODH TOFs on the same oxide
support. Constant TOF for propane consumption as a function
of surface vanadia coverage indicates that only one surface VO4

site is involved in rate-derterming step of propane activation.148

Crystalline V2O5 NPs in the 1−3 nm range, however, possess
anomalously high activity for propane ODH (especially for high
C3/O2 ratios).

119

The specific oxide support behaves as a ligand that has a
profound effect on the propane ODH kinetics via the bridging
V−O−Support bond (ZrO2 > TiO2 > Al2O3 > SiO2). These
reactivity trends are universal for oxidation reactions by
supported vanadium oxide catalysts. This important statement
is a clear result of the present analysis and is independent from
the exact origin of the effect. It can be generalized that the
redox potential of the surface VxOy species is a function of the

Figure 14. Correlation of defect formation enthalpy with activation
energy of propane and ethanol oxidation.120

Figure 15. Propane ODH selectivity−conversion trajectories reported for supported V2O5 catalysts in the literature. The number inside the square
bracket [#] indicates the quoted reference. Catalytic testing was carried out at similar reaction conditions.
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electronic structure of the support ligand. One of these is the
defect formation energy that scales with the band structure of
the solid support. This results in a Bronsted−Evans−Polyny
relationship between the propane ODH activation energy and
the defect formation enthalpy as the scaling parameter.

3. PROPANE ODH SELECTIVITY TOWARD PROPENE
High selectivity toward propene at high propane conversion is a
challenge in propane ODH because of propene combustion
due to its higher reactivity in comparison to propane.
Improving of the selectivity for propene ultimately requires
knowledge of the elementary reactions controlling the total
oxidation reactions to CO and CO2.
Highly dispersed surface vanadia species seem the most

selective to propene,12,141,149,151 but such high dispersion is
only found for very low vanadia loadings (<2 V/nm2).40 The
main drawback of the vanadia dispersion is that a decrease of V
loading introduces a dependence of selectivity on different
factors, such as support nature and acidity.152

In order to address the issue of selectivity, the propane ODH
reaction network has been extensively studied using periodic
density functional theory (DFT). Recently, a DFT analysis on
fully oxidized (001) V2O5 and V2O5/TiO2 surfaces was
reported addressing the issue of selectivity by extending the
propane ODH reaction network including the formation of
oxygenated products. It was concluded that although the VO
vanadyl oxygen is to be the most active for any type of selective
oxidation reaction, the bridging oxygen is more selective toward
propane dehydrogenation.153 Rozanska et al.154 found that only
vanadyl sites are involved in the rate-determining step, but
second hydrogen abstraction may occur also at bridging oxygen
atom without changing the overall kinetics of the reaction.
Unfortunately, this question cannot be clarified by experimental
kinetic studies since the rate-determining step is dissociative
adsorption of propane and all subsequent steps are too fast to
be monitored. On the other hand, Nguyen et al.155a concluded
that vandyl oxygen sites play the crucial role for all reactions of
the propane ODH reaction network. For the total oxidation of
propene the rate-determining step is again the C−H activation
of the allylic C−H bonds.155b

Selectivity−conversion plots can easily be overinterpreted
because they eliminate the influence of residence time, mixing
characteristics, and feed compositions. Nevertheless, they are
very helpful for the comparison of the performance of catalysts
that have been studied under the same conditions. The
interesting observation gained from the review of various data
sets was the fact that the propene selectivity trajectories as a
function of propane conversion are quite similar, no matter
what support material is used (Figure 15). This indicates that
the ratio between the rate constants of the dehydrogenation
step and the propene oxidation step has to be roughly the same
or can only vary within a small range no matter how active the
catalyst is, as will be shown in the next section about kinetic
analysis of the reaction network. In addition, the selectivity
increases at all catalysts with increasing temperature,37

indicating that the activation energy of the oxidative
dehydrogenation is always higher than that of the total
oxidation of propene. Therefore, propane ODH should be
performed at a temperature as high as possible, up to a
temperature where unselective gas phase reactions can be
excluded.
In summary, as is depicted in Figure 13, the support material

strongly influences activity of supported vanadia catalysts for

propane ODH while very similar selectivity−conversion
trajectories are observed over different support materials
(Figure 15). The different TOFs (Figure 13) of the supported
vanadia catalysts with respect to the oxide support imply that
the specific oxide support influences the Arrhenius pre-
exponential factors for both, the dehydrogenation step (r1)
and the consecutive propene combustion reaction (r2) in the
same way because the formation of the transition state of the
rate-determining step is favored for the more easily reduced
catalysts. Therefore, the selectivity of a supported vanadia
catalyst with a single support material cannot be altered.
A thorough kinetic analysis of the propene selectivity during

propane ODH would require a correct reaction network for the
overall process up to the formation of CO and CO2. As this
reaction network is far more complex than the usual kinetic
triangle, care must be taken in a superficial discussion found in
the literature and reported here. This is illustrated by the fact
that combustion requires besides C−H activation also the C−C
bond breaking which hardly can occur on a site activating C−H
bonds.
In addition, combustion also requires as a first step the

abstraction of a proton that implies that a common reaction
intermediate (C3H7*) that links reaction channels to
combustion and oxidative dehydrogenation, and the selectivity
is decided after the initial C−H abstraction. The extinction of
support effects in the desired exit channel of the reaction
network and the finding of strong support effects in the entry
channel to the reaction network may be rationalized by the
assumption that the reaction does not proceed on one and the
same active site but that by an initial step the activated radical
C3H7* is formed, and its consecutive reaction is controlled by
different active sites accepting the activated propane.

3. OVERALL PROPANE ODH REACTION KINETICS

The oxidative dehydrogenation of propane to propene over
supported vanadia catalysts has been found to be first-order
with respect to propane partial pressure and zero-order with
respect to molecular O2 partial pressure, which suggests that
the rate-determining step involves C−H activation of
propane.56,91,130,132,138,154−157 This is supported by isotope
labeling experiments which also indicate that the rate-
determining step involves C−H bond breaking of the CH2
functionality with the weaker C−H bond strength than the
terminal CH3 groups.

157 Furthermore, isotopic labeling experi-
ments with C3H8/C3D8 have also shown that the intitial H-
abstraction step is irreversible.158 The zero-order dependence
of the propane ODH reaction with respect to molecular O2
indicates that reaction kinetics are independent of O2 partial
pressure and is consistent with the finding that reoxidation of
the supported vanadia catalyst occurs much faster than propane
oxidation (by ∼105 times).159 This suggests that the
participating surface vanadia species are fully oxidized during
propane ODH.23

The overall propane ODH kinetics for propane consumption
can be described by the MvK rate law (eq 1):

=
+

r
1

k P k P
C H 1

[ ]
1
[ ]

3 8

red C3H8 ox O2 (1)

This kinetic expression can be further simplified because of
the much faster reoxidation step 1/kox[PO2

] than the propane

reduction step 1/kred[PC3H8
] as shown in eq 2:
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=r k P[ ]C H red C H3 8 3 8 (2)

This simplified kinetic expression is equivalent to a power
law approach (eq 3) for zero-order dependence on molecular
O2 with the exponents n1 = 1 and m1 = 0.138

=
−⎜ ⎟⎛
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a
C H O3 8

1

2

1

(3)

Selectivity-conversion plots37 have shown that the intercept
of the trajectory at the selectivity axis is nearly 100%, which
indicates that the consecutive total oxidation of propene to
COx is the predominant side-reaction that determines the
selectivity toward propene. Thus, the overall kinetic expression
for propylene production is given by eq 4.

= −r k p p k p pC H 1 C H
1

O
0

2 C H
1

O
0

3 8 3 8 2 3 6 2 (4)

The above propane ODH kinetic expression indicates that
direct propane combustion is negligible. Only a few authors
have determined the kinetic parameters of both reactions as
shown in Table 7. For all materials apparent propane ODH

activation energies are higher than for propene combustion.
Higher pre-exponential factors for propene combustion are
observed for all materials except for SiO2 resulting in the
highest k1/k2 ratio in comparison to the other catalysts.
The apparent activation energies of k2 (values in line 4 of

Table 7) have been found to be lower than the apparent
activation energy of k1 (values in line 3 of Table 7) by about 40
kJ/mol. This difference essentially corresponds to the difference
in the weakest C−H bond energies present in propane and
propene (401 and 361 kJ/mol, respectively).127 A specific
support effect cannot be derived from such C−H bond strength
relationships.
For the discussion of this apparent kinetic, parameters need

to be split up into the contributions. For the apparent activation
(eq 5), this is the intrinsic activation energy and heat of
adsorption.

Δ = Δ + ΔE E Happ I ads (5)

The heat of adsorption was determined experimentally as a
function of exposure for a VxOy system on silica, and a value of
∼40 kJ/mol was found for a small number of about 1016 sites/
m2.
From transition state theory the pre-exponential factors can

be expressed as

= Δ + ΔA k T h S S R( / )exp[( )/ ]r
1 B I

ads
II (6)

which essentially considers the entropy change due to reactants
adsorption in the formation of the transition state.
Additional molecular details about propane ODH by

supported vanadia catalysts cannot be experimentally accessed
because the rate-determining step is C−H activation of propane
and, consequently, all subsequent elementary reaction steps
occur much faster than the rate-determining step.
The fact that the reducibility is responsible for the support

effect is supported not only by the mentioned empirical
findings but also by theoretical studies based on the energy of
hydrogenation as well as the oxygen defect formation energy as
reactivity descriptors for C−H activation catalysts.170,171

Selective oxidation reactions have already been studied
theoretically on gas-phase vanadium oxide species,160,161 on
supported catalysts with vanadia coverage below the mono-
layer,154,162−165 at the monolayer,153 and on the (001) V2O5
surface.155a,156−167

These studies need to be extended before to the selective
determining elementary steps before conclusions can be drawn
about the rational design of a catalytic material with
substantially higher selectivity for propene.

4. CONCLUSIONS
The careful refinement of a large pool of experimental data that
apparently present a complex interaction in a multi parameter
space results in a surprisingly simple picture of this family of
monolayer catalyst that is controlled by only one scaling
parameter. This is the energy of the formation of oxygen
defects at the vanadia-covered surface that expresses the
reducibility of the active site by the reactant. This atomistic
picture is the result of several approximations. In generalized
form, the scaling parameter is the redox potential of the active
site that is a function of the nature of the VxOy species plus a
strong contribution from the electronic structure of the
support. If we assume the active site to be of the same
structure on all supports that is justified at least for the limiting
of approaching monolayer coverage then the activity in propane
activation is a function of the support times a constant.
This parameter influences all reactions involved in the

reaction network of the oxidative dehydrogenation of propane
in the same way, resulting in a very similar selectivity at all
catalysts. This is an unexpected result because activity of the
catalysts varies by about 3 orders of magnitude with a variation
of the support material. For all monolayer catalyst the kinetics
of the propene formation can be described by a simple rate
expression that is first order in propane for the propene
formation as well as first order in propene for the propene deep
oxidation. Both rates are independent of the partial pressure of
oxygen, which is an indication of a fast reoxidation of the
catalytic sites. No further elementary step can be resolved in
experimental kinetic studies because the rate-determining step
for both reactions is the activation of the first C−H bond. This
required theoretical reaction path analysis for further
elucidation of the reaction mechanism. For instance, recently,
a reaction path analysis of propane selective oxidation over
V2O5 and V2O5/TiO2 by using periodic density functional
theory (DFT) has been reported.153 The most favorable
reaction pathways for propane ODH is the activation of
propane via hydrogen abstraction from the methylene C−H
bond. Propane chemisorption occurs via a rebound mechanism,
but only its hydrogen abstraction step is required for propene
formation. Also, deep oxidation reactions in the propane ODH
has been studied by using the periodic DFT method.168The

Table 7. Pre-Exponential Factors (k1oo) and Apparent
Activation Energy (Ea1) for Propane Dehydrogenation, As

Well As Apparent Activation Energy (Ea2, app) and Pre-
Exponential Factors (k2oo) for Propene Combustion

TiO2 ZrO2 Al2O3 SiO2

k1oo (mL/min·g) 87 189 48 17 2.2a

k2oo (mL/min·g) 1488 2275 574 230 700
Ea1, app (kJ/mol) 65 54 99 81 96 103

Ea2, app (kJ/mol) 47 26 51 39 58 34
ref 112 92 127 92 112 138

a× 106.
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authors concluded that starting from the isopropoxide
intermediate, there are two competitive reaction pathways
leading to the formation of the product propene and byproduct
acetone. Both propene and acetone can be completely oxidized
to CO2 but oxygen bridging sites on V2O5 (001) are inert for
both acetone formation from isopropoxide and further
oxidations of acetone and propene indicating that oxygen
bridging sites are crucial for propene selectivity, implying that
highly dispersed VOx species are desired. The above-mentioned
DFT studies depict a rational mechanism pathway for propene
formation in propane ODH which are in agreement with the
experimental propane ODH kinetic data summarized in this
review.
The kinetic parameters obtained from the reviewed

experimental investigations can be summarized in the following
reaction energy profile that is calculated for the energy changes
per active site over V2O5/Al2O3 catalysts (Figure 16).

In the first step of the profile that represents the propane
ODH, only one site is involved to provide one oxygen atom for
the formation of one molecule of water. The deep oxidation of
propene requires nine oxygen atoms from the catalyst surface in
order to produce three molecules of water and the molecules of
carbon dioxide. Because the first hydrogen abstraction is the
most demanding step, it controls the rate of the complete step.
Additionally, every oxygen atom consumed produces the same
defect that needs to be reoxidized. For this reason, only the first
hydrogen abstraction from propene is shown in the profile. All
further steps happen in parallel at different vanadia sites of the
catalyst and add up to the overall reaction enthalpy of the
propene combustion.
Many parameters of the catalyst preparation and the kinetic

investigations can cover this simple relationship between
catalyst properties and performance:

1. The catalyst synthesis procedure and vanadia loading are
critical in determining the distribution between isolated
surface VO4 sites, polymeric surface VO4 sites, V2O5 NPs
on oxide supports, and encapsulation of VOx sites inside
the support lattice.

2. The nature of the oxide support is critical because (i)
surface impurities can affect the structure and reactivity
of the surface VO4 sites and (ii) thermal instability can

lead to sintering and encapsulating of the active surface
VO4 sites.

3. The oxide support has a pronounced effect on the
specific propane ODH activity of surface VO4 sites and
affects characteristics of the surface VO4 sites via the
bridging V−O−Support bond.

4. The bridging V−O−V bonds have a negligible effect on
the specific propane ODH activity of surface VO4 sites
because isolated and polymeric surface sites possess the
same TOF values on the same support.

5. The V2O5 NPs, ∼1−3 nm, possess anomalously high
propane ODH reactivity for C3/O2 ≫ 1.

6. Some preparation methods result in an undefined
distribution of vanadia on the surface and in the bulk
of the support material that allows no exact calculation of
active sites.

7. The huge activity difference leads to different exper-
imental conditions for the catalytic experiments. The
more active catalysts are usually tested at much lower
temperatures than the less active ones.

Results obtained from such different preparation procedures
and test conditions have led to increased complexity. The
boundary conditions of the propane ODH are set by the
involved molecules themselves. The higher reactivity of
propene that causes a rate constant for the deep oxidation
reaction will always be higher than that of the dehydrogenation
reaction. It results in a maximum yield of propene substantially
below 100%. For monolayer catalysts, the only option for
achieving this maximum yield is the operation of the reaction at
the highest possible temperature, where no unselective gas-
phase reactions occur. If this is combined with a short contact
time reactor, a reasonable space−time yield may be obtained.
However, only few efforts have been taken to realize this
potential by the construction of an appropriate microreactor.172

For a further improvement, new catalysts need to be
developed that show one essential difference in the above
shown energy profile. In order to avoid the propene deep
oxidation the readsorption needs to be suppressed. It can be
done by minimization of the concentration of Lewis acid sites
as well as coupling surface-catalyzed activation of propane with
gas-phase radical-chain reactions.169 The studies at monolayer
catalysts show a stronger interaction of the stronger Lewis
acidic catalyst material with propene than the least Lewis acidic
silica support material. This advantage of the silica support is
difficult to utilize, because it shows the worst reducibility and
with this the lowest activity.
In general, it became clear that one single scaling parameter

for an assumed geometry of an active site determines the trend
of its activity in forming the activated propane molecule. This is
the redox potential of the support. It is puzzling that this
dependency on the scaling parameter cannot be found when
looking at the kinetics of the desired propene formation, and
this indicates that the assumption that one single active site
achieves the whole transformation may not be valid. It is likely
that the initial C−H activation is the difficult bottleneck and
that the resulting highly activated intermediate propyl can
convert to propene on other sites with a low specific activity
preventing also the overoxidation of propene.
Such a scenario is likely if the initial active site in indeed a

monomeric VO4 site that can only accept one electron. Its
reoxidation is only facile if the site can condense to a oligomer
to transfer electrons to an oxygen molecule or if a conduction

Figure 16. Energy profile for propane ODH (left) and rate-
determining step of propene combustion over VOx/Al2O3 catalysts.
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band in the support transports the electrons away to special
oxygen activation sites (this being the more likely suggestion).
The fact that only a small fraction of vanadia can be determined
from a microcalorimetric titration138 indicates that not every
VO4 unit is suitable but only a minority speciespossibly with
a frustrated metal−oxygen local geometry. This was recently
verified with MoxOy species on silica, where also about 1% of
the sites were found to be active and frustrated in local
geometry81 in surprising similarity to vanadia on silica.
The resulting oxygen atoms should be strongly bound to the

ubiquitous weakly active vanadia sites where they can form
water. In such a picture, the quantity “defect energy” is an
indicator for the average redox potential of these ubiquitous
sites and does not represent the atomic descriptor for the site
activating the propane. The abundance of this second site
should be large and may be correlated with the observation of
such species by quantitative pulse EPR.2

If we assume the interplay of two sites, where one highly
active site is diluted and isolated by the second weakly active
site on the selective oxidative dehydrogenation process, then
there is a significant potential for catalyst modification. We can
optimize the chemical potential of the initial active sites to
become as active as possible. This can be done by facilitating
desorption of propyl, which requires a maximum retention of
the withdrawn electron at the active site. This can be tuned by
optimizing the coupling of the vanadia site to the conduction
band. On the other hand, tuning the metal oxygen bond
strength can optimize the maximum abundance of the initial
form of the site to activate a C−H bond. This is achieved
globally by the redox potential of the support and locally by the
right nonrelaxed “frustrated” geometry. Such geometries are
only adopted when all relaxed sites are filled and will thus occur
in qualitative agreement with experimental observation58 only
when the defect sites of the support need to be used for
anchoring VxOy.
From this point of view, we would use the defect energy

proxy as a measure for the frequency of occurrence of support
sites producing frustrated vanadia species. The proxy would
become a structural descriptor rather than an electronic one.
From solid-state theory aspects, we can state that both
functions in catalysis are linked, as low defect formation
energies and the availability of charge carriers for polarizing V−
O−Support bonds may well go together. From the catalytic
function, it may be concluded that the same vanadia species in
frustrated form performs the first C−H activation and the
dominating same species without geometric frustration will
perform the second C−H activation and recombine the [H+e−]
with preactivated oxygen to water.
From a material science view, it may be desirable to generate

more complex support structures exhibiting optimized redox
properties as bulk phase in comparison to the supports
discussed in the present paper. The trend in Figures 12 and 13
clearly shows that reducible supports are desirable. Self-
supporting on the other hand is clearly not a good solution,
as then the redox activity of the support is too large, destroying
the “site isolation” in the sense that the organic molecule
initiates bulk reduction of the oxide in a type of “blast furnace”
chemistry where no chance for reoxidation exists. Typical
supports are thus ternary oxides between early transition metal
species exhibiting low Broensted acidity to avoid olefin
chemistry and tunable redox activity between that of titania
and that of vanadia.

The loading of the support should be close to a monolayer
without critically avoiding three-dimensional particles. Then an
optimum of stability and a maximum of frustrated species can
be achieved. This is also consistent58 with experimental
observations.
Having selected the phase correctly it is important to tailor

its nanostructure such that an optimum of defect sites exists at
the surface. Here clusters need to be avoided, because large
active sites with multiple strong C−H activation may inhibit the
selectivity in the same way as a too low redox potential of the
bulk phase.
The design issue gets further complicated by having to

observe hydrothermal stability of the defects in order to avoid
clustering of the vanadia species which not only leads to the
loss of activity but also can quickly damage the selectivity and is
thus doubly detrimental. Here promotion comes into play as
nonredox-active species may help to stabilize lattice defects at
the surface.
Kinetic measures such as optimizing the space velocity

carefully for each chemical composition of a supported catalyst
also hold promise for optimization. The correct formulation of
the catalyst observing gas flow homogeneity and strict
avoidance of hot spots when operating at the desired upper
limit of the heterogeneous regime of the reaction is further a
useful recommendation. Finally schemes of adding sufficient
oxygen to guarantee the chemical potential of the catalyst to
remain sufficiently high at the few sites that activate propane is
another element of kinetic optimization.
As none of these combined measures have been observed in

any of the studies reviewed here, it is fair to say the potential of
ODH of propane is not exploited yet. Also the potential of
monolayer grafted systems is not exploited fully yet and little
has been done with regard to enhancements and taking care of
the macrokinetic optimization in this respect. The present work
thus may be used as a concept for further synthetic work. The
authors of this review used the lessons learned here for the
preparation of catalysts with a mixed VOx-TiOx-monolayer on
SBA-15 as support material. The SBA-15 support provides a
high specific surface area for a high loading of the active surface
vanadia component, whereas the titania improves its reduc-
ibility. This results in a highly active catalyst that achieves a
space−time yield of more than 6 kg propene per kg catalyst/
hour. The propane ODH selectivity, however, is not improved
for this catalyst system because the adsorption properties of
propane and propene seem to be still in the same relation.58,173

Further work should be accompanied by a suitable regime of
analytical experimentation focusing not only on the nuclearity
of the molecular species but also (and with the same level of
resolution) on the chemical potential of the metal−oxygen
bonds beyond (e.g., frequency shifts in Raman spectra). Such
techniques60b are still largely unexplored when we remember
that the critical active species are only abundant as a minority of
a few percent at best. If this comparative review can excite the
imagination of catalyst chemists to explore the phase space of
grafted catalyst more systematically than done so far it would
have served the purpose of analyzing the many reports already
existing on the subject.
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